
WORLD WAR 3 OF A NEW KIND
IMMINENT!

November 7, 2012

Dear Mr. President,

Congratulations on your re-election as President of the United States!

The 3rd World War will be triggered! And you are invited to join us in our efforts to 
win this war of the century. It is not a war against nations, or man – but a war on
fear, greed, ignorance and insecurity.  It is a war on 
THOUGHTS – specific thoughts that have ravaged humanity since the dawn of time.

Many psychologists and sociologists believe that these now-identified thoughts are 
responsible for violence, stress, addiction – as well as corporate and personal 
dysfunction.

These thoughts have invaded your mind and mine, and billions of others. Certain 
thoughts have made people commit war crimes toward their fellow men – 
INVOLUNTARILY – since they have no control over them. It is these now-
identified thoughts that control mankind. These random or organized series of hit-&-
run thoughts are real. They could gang up on you and force you to be violent, ignite a 
bomb, trigger a missile. Or hit an innocent child or stranger.



They are real entities like microbes or viruses that kill. And they run loose in that 
narrow space between our ears. That’s right – they roam the dark alleys of your brain 
and mine. Recent reports such as the mass random killings in Norway, the US, in 
Libya and Syria, have attested to the fact that certain thoughts known as DED 
(Deadly Explosive Data) have gone berserk. Yet the United States and other countries
are pouring billions into nuclear weapons instead of hunting down our real enemies!

US defense budget for 2012 was an estimated 1 to 1.5 trillion dollars. Less then 
0.001% of this budget is enough to fight and win this war of thoughts. A "lone wolf" 
controlled by DEDs* can poison our reservoirs or cause untold harm to the nation. A 
recent massacre by a lone soldier in Afghanistan and killings by an isolated gunman 
in France are further examples. Millions suffer daily when they become emotionally 
vulnerable, angry, frustrated, impatient, resentful, or hateful. They threaten the 
country’s wealth by depleting its most precious resources: time and energy.

When negative emotions run loose, business stinks. John P. Kotter, award winning 
business and management thought leader of Harvard declares, "Because of the 
furious pace of change in business today, difficult to manage relationships sabotage 
business more than anything else – it is not a question of strategy that gets us into 
trouble, it is a question of emotions."

This will be a happening of the past. We can now defeat these thoughts. We could not
before because our cerebral enemies were never identified, let alone challenged. 
Imagine a man getting attacked from behind by a real physical mugger. He gets 
beaten badly and falls to the ground. He then gets up and staggers on, not even 
turning back to see who assaulted him.

A week later he gets mugged again in that same rough neighborhood, and again walks
away without turning back to identify his assailants. Is he some kind of dummy? But 
99% of people who are psychologically attacked today and who feel frustration, 
anger, anxiety, or other deadly emotions do not know who their inner assailants are. 
Simply because we were NEVER taught who they are, nor how to identify or disarm 
them.

Time and energy lost in terms of human resources and the economy, are 
devastating – and run in the trillions of dollars each year.

Individuals getting clobbered can now identify their enemies! We will deploy a 
worldwide army of preprogrammed mini-robots and other educational means to teach
and fight this war. And we are happy to announce that several major corporations 
are on the frontline to help win this war of the century – a war on fear, greed, 
ignorance and insecurity.



We are inviting you, and other heads of nations, to join us in this inner war to 
freedom – on our beautiful planet Earth!

Sincerely,

Dan Low

PS. As a member of the G20 you may want to read this article here.
Listen to the interview given by Ben Fulford former Forbes magazine editor here.

* What DEDs can also do to us: watch Mark Goodman's video here.

Note  to  all  our  visitors:  Should  you  wish  to  be  a  corporate
supporter  of  a  new world  trend  towards  greater  prosperity  and
well-being, please contact us.

Thank you for your attention!    
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